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a b s t r a c t
Given a plant together with an exosystem generating the disturbances and the reference signals, the
problem of asymptotic tracking and regulation is to find a controller such that the plant variable tracks
the reference signal regardless of the disturbance acting on the system. If a controller achieves this design
objective, we call it a regulator for the plant with respect to the given exosystem. In this paper, we
formulate the asymptotic tracking and regulation problem in the behavioral framework, with control by
interconnection.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
This paper deals with control in a behavioral context. We con-
sider the problem of finding an admissible, stabilizing controller
that regulates the tracking error to zero in the presence of a class
of exogenous inputs. In other words, we consider the problem of
asymptotic tracking and regulation in the behavioral framework.
In the behavioral framework, controlling a plant means
restricting its behavior to a desired subset. This restriction is
brought about by interconnecting the plant with a controller that
we design. The restricted behavior is then called the controlled
behavior, which is required to satisfy the design specifications. In
terms of representations, control means that additional laws (e.g.,
in the form of differential equations representing the controller)
are imposed on some of the plant variables. Thus, the plant and
controller are interconnected through some of their variables. In
our context, we do not distinguish between inputs and outputs
and we do not restrict ourselves to feedback control. This idea
was introduced by Willems (1997) in the context of stabilization
and pole placement. In this paper, we use these ideas to solve the
problem of asymptotic tracking and regulation.
✩ The material in this paper was partially presented at the 49th IEEE Conference
on Decision and Control, December 15–17, 2010, Atlanta, Georgia, USA, and the
19th International Symposium on Mathematical Theory of Networks and Systems
(MTNS 2010), July 5–9, 2010, Budapest, Hungary. This paper was recommended
for publication in revised form by Associate Editor Maria Elena Valcher under the
direction of Editor Roberto Tempo.
E-mail addresses: s.fiaz@math.rug.nl (S. Fiaz), takaba@amp.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp
(K. Takaba), h.l.trentelman@math.rug.nl (H.L. Trentelman).
1 Tel.: +31 50 3633999; fax: +31 50 3633800.
0005-1098/$ – see front matter© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.automatica.2011.08.025The problem of asymptotic tracking and regulation has been
studied before in the literature, in an input–output framework. See
for instance Davison (1975), Davison and Goldenberg (1975), Fran-
cis (1977) and Francis and Wonham (1975). The theory has also
been extended to nonlinear systems by Isidori and Byrnes (1990).
Many results have been collected by Saberi et al. in the book Saberi,
Stoorvogel, and Sannuti (2000) (see also Trentelman, Stoorvogel,
and Hautus (2001). In these, the concept of internal model princi-
ple plays a pivotal role in obtaining a solution to the asymptotic
tracking and regulation problem. According to the internal model
principle, in order to achieve regulation the controlled systemmust
contain the dynamics of the exosystem.
Our work can be seen as the behavioral generalization of
Davison and Goldenberg (1975), Francis (1977) and Francis and
Wonham (1975). We use polynomial kernel representations of
the plant (see Polderman & Willems, 1997) without input–output
considerations. This problem was initially studied by Takaba
(2009). In the work of Takaba, only necessary conditions were
obtained for the existence of a regulator. In Fiaz, Takaba, and
Trentelman (2010) necessary and sufficient conditions were
obtained. It was assumed that the underlying exosystem is anti-
stable and that the underlying plant does not annihilate any
signal generated by the exosystem. In this paper, we generalize
these results to the case when the underlying exosystem can
be any autonomous system (not necessarily anti-stable) and
the underlying plant might annihilate signals generated by the
exosystem. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence
of suitable controllers are expressed in terms of the plant and
the exosystem. Also, a procedure to construct such controllers
is given using the polynomial matrices appearing in the kernel
representations of the plant and the exosystem.
2344 S. Fiaz et al. / Automatica 47 (2011) 2343–2354A fewwords about the notation and nomenclature used.Weuse
standard symbols for the fields of real and complex numbersR and
C. C−, and C¯+ will denote the open left half plane and closed right
half plane, respectively. We use Rn,Rn×m, etc., for the real linear
spaces of vectors and matrices with components in R.
C∞(R,Rw) denotes the set of infinitely often differentiable
functions from R to Rw. R[ξ ] denotes the ring of polynomials in
the indeterminate ξ with real coefficients. We use R[ξ ]n,R[ξ ]n×m,
for the spaces of vectors and matrices with components in R[ξ ].
Elements of R[ξ ]n×m are called real polynomial matrices.
We use the notation det(A) to denote the determinant of a
square matrix A. A square, nonsingular real polynomial matrix R
is called unimodular if det(R) is a non-zero constant. It is called
Hurwitz if all roots of det(R) lie in the open left half complex plane
C−. It is called anti-Hurwitz if all roots of det(R) lie in the closed
right half complex plane C¯+.
2. Linear differential systems and polynomial kernel represen-
tations
In the behavioral approach to linear systems, a continuous time
dynamical system is defined by a triple
∑ = (R,Rw,B), where R
is the time axis,Rw is the signal space, and the behavior B is a linear
subspace of C∞(R,Rw) consisting of all solutions of a set of higher
order, linear, constant coefficient differential equations. Such a
triple is called a linear differential system.More precisely, there exist
a positive integer g and a polynomial matrix R ∈ R[ξ ]g×w such that
B =









The set of linear differential systems with manifest variable w
taking its value in Rw is denoted by Lw.





w = 0 then we call this a kernel representa-
tion of B. Further, a kernel representation is said to be minimal if





w = 0, is minimal if and only if the
polynomial matrix R has full row rank (see Polderman & Willems,
1997, Theorem 3.6.4). The number of rows in any minimal polyno-
mial kernel representation of B is equal to the output cardinality
of B, denoted by p(B). This number corresponds to the number
of outputs in any input/output representation ofB. We speak of a





w = 0 or just B = ker(R  ddt ). It was shown in Pold-









both representBminimally if and only if there exists a unimodular
matrix U such that R1 = UR2.
Let B ∈ Lw1+w2 with system variable w partitioned as w =








w2 = 0 be a minimal rep-
resentation of B. We say that w2 is free in B if, for any w2 ∈
C∞(R,Rw2), there exists w1 ∈ C∞(R,Rw1) such that (w1, w2) ∈
B.We havew2 free inB if and only if R1 has full row rank (see Pold-
erman &Willems, 1997). A behaviorB ∈ Lw is called autonomous
if there are no free variables, equivalently its output cardinality is
equal to w. We denote the set of all autonomous linear differential
systemswithw variables byLwaut. An autonomous behaviorB is said
to be stable, if we have limt→∞w(t) = 0 for all w ∈ B and anti-
stable if for all non-zero w ∈ B we have either limt→∞w(t) ≠ 0





w = 0, then B is autonomous if and only if R is square
and nonsingular, B is stable if and only if R is Hurwitz and B is
anti-stable if and only if R is anti-Hurwitz.




pi(t)eait cos(bit)+ qi(t)eait sin(bit),with pi, qi real vector valued polynomials in the indeterminate t ,
and ai, bi ∈ R, is called a Bohl function. A Bohl function h(t) is called
stable Bohl if in addition limt→∞ h(t) = 0. A nonzero Bohl function
h(t) is called anti-stable Bohl if we have either limt→∞ h(t) ≠ 0 or
limt→∞ h(t) does not exist.
It follows immediately from Polderman and Willems (1997,
Theorem 3.2.16) that B ∈ Lw is autonomous if and only if every
w ∈ B is a Bohl function, and that B is stable if and only if every
w ∈ B is a stable Bohl function. Also,B is anti-stable if and only if
every nonzerow ∈ B is an anti-stable Bohl function.
The next proposition which states that every autonomous
behavior can be written as a direct sum of a stable and an anti-
stable behavior follows immediately from results in Bisiacco and
Valcher (2001a,b) (also see Proposition 2.6.8 in Fiaz, 2010).
Proposition 2.2. Let B ∈ Lwaut. Then there exists a stableBs ∈ Lwaut,
and an anti-stableBa ∈ Lwaut such that B = Bs ⊕Ba.
Let B ∈ Lw1+w2 with system variable w partitioned as w =
(w1, w2). Assume that the first component w1 is viewed as an ob-
served variable, and the second componentw2 as a to-be-deduced
variable. In such systems we can talk about observability. We
say that w2 is observable from w1 in B if, whenever (w1, w2),
(w1, w
′
2) ∈ B, then w2 = w′2. The weaker notion of detectabil-
ity is defined along similar lines. We say thatw2 is detectable from
w1 inB if, whenever (w1, w2), (w1, w′2) ∈ B, then limt→∞(w2 −








w2 = 0 is a minimal represen-
tation ofB, thenw2 is observable fromw1 inB if and only if R2(λ)
has full column rank for all λ ∈ C and w2 is detectable from w1
in B if and only if R2(λ) has full column rank for all λ ∈ C¯+ (see
Polderman &Willems, 1997).
Let B ∈ Lw1+w2 with system variable (w1, w2). Often we are
interested only in the behavior of one of the components, say the
variable w1, obtained by projecting B onto this component. This
behavior (B)w1 is defined by (B)w1 := {w1 | ∃w2 such that (w1,
w2) ∈ B}. Starting with a polynomial kernel representation of
B, in the following proposition we give a procedure for obtaining
a polynomial kernel representation for (B)w1 (see Polderman &
Willems, 1997).









w2 = 0. Let U be a unimodu-





with R12 full row rank. Let UR1 be





. Then akernel represen-





3. Review of stabilization by interconnection
In this section we will briefly recall the notion of stabilization
by interconnection. We will first look at the full interconnection
case, i.e. the case when all the plant variables are available for
interconnection.
Definition 3.1. Let P ∈ Lw be a plant behavior. A controller for P
is a system behavior C ∈ Lw. The full interconnection of P and
C, shown schematically in Fig. 1, is defined as the system with
behaviorP ∩ C. This behavior is called the controlled behavior, and
is also an element of Lw. The full interconnection is called regular
if p(P ∩ C) = p(P ) + p(C). In that case we call C a regular
controller.
In full interconnection, the regularity condition is equivalent to:
C does not re-impose restrictions on the plant variable w that are
already present in the laws of P (see Willems, 1997).
A behavior B ∈ Lw is said to be stabilizable if for every w ∈
B there exists w′ ∈ B such that w′(t) = w(t) for t ≤ 0,
S. Fiaz et al. / Automatica 47 (2011) 2343–2354 2345Fig. 1. Full interconnection of plant and controller.
Fig. 2. Partial interconnection of plant and controller.





w = 0, then B is stabilizable if and only if R(λ) has full
row rank for all λ ∈ C¯+. A given plant is stabilizable if and only if
we can stabilize it by interconnecting it with a suitable controller,
called a stabilizing controller, which is defined as follows (Willems
& Trentelman, 2002).
Definition 3.2. Let P ∈ Lw. A controller C ∈ Lw is said to be
a stabilizing controller if the behavior P ∩ C is stable and the
interconnection is regular.
The following result is shown in Willems (1997).
Proposition 3.3. Let P ∈ Lw. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(1) P is stabilizable,
(2) there exists a stabilizing controller for P .
Next we will look at the so called partial interconnection case, in
which only a pre-specified subset of the plant variables is available
for interconnection. Let P ∈ Lw+c be a linear differential system,
with system variable (w, c), where w takes its values in Rw and
c in Rc. The variable w should be interpreted as the variable
to be controlled, the variable c as the one through which we
can interconnect the plant with a controller, called the control
variable. Let C ∈ Lc (to be interpreted as a controller behavior)
with variable c.
Definition 3.4. The interconnection of P ∈ Lw+c and C ∈ Lc
through c , shown schematically in Fig. 2, is defined as the system
behavior P ∧c C ∈ Lw+c, given by P ∧c C = {(w, c) | (w, c) ∈
P and c ∈ C}. The behavior P ∧c C is called the full controlled be-
havior. The behavior (P ∧c C)w ∈ Lw that is obtained by elimi-
nating c fromP ∧c C is called the manifest controlled behavior. The
interconnection of P and C through c is called regular if
p(P ∧c C) = p(P )+ p(C). C is then called a regular controller.
In the partial interconnection case, the regularity condition is
equivalent to: C does not re-impose restrictions on the control
variable c that are already present in the laws of P (see Belur &
Trentelman, 2002 and Belur, 2003).
Given P ∈ Lw1+w2 with system variable (w1, w2), in this paper
we use the notation Nw1(P ) to indicate the behavior obtained by
puttingw2 = 0 and projecting onto the variablew1 i.e.,Nw1(P ) ={w1 | (w1, 0) ∈ P }.
In the next section we will formulate the asymptotic tracking
and regulation problem studied in this paper.4. Asymptotic tracking and regulation
For a given plant behavior with its to-be-controlled variable w
and reference signal r , an important synthesis problem in control
is to design a controller such that the plant variable w follows
the reference signal r in the resulting system after interconnecting
the plant and the controller. This is called the asymptotic tracking
problem. A classical approach to this problem is to let the reference
signal be generated by an autonomous systemcalled the exosystem.
One then incorporates the dynamics of the exosystem into the
dynamics of the plant and defines a newvariable e as the difference
between the reference signal r and w. The asymptotic tracking
problem is then reformulated as: design a controller that, after
interconnection with the plant, drives the signal e to zero.
A second important synthesis problem is the problem of
regulation. For a given plant with to-be-controlled variable w, and
external disturbance acting on the plant (which is assumed to
be free in the plant), the problem here is to design a controller
such that in the resulting system after interconnection of the plant
and the controller, the disturbance remains free and the plant
variable w converges to zero as time tends to infinity, regardless
of the disturbance acting on the plant. A controller such that after
interconnection with the plant, the disturbance remains free is
called an admissible controller. In line with the approach to the
regulation problem in Francis (1977) and Francis and Wonham
(1975) and similarly to the asymptotic tracking problem given
above, we approach this problem by assuming the disturbance to
be generated by some linear time invariant autonomous system,
again called the exosystem. Then one incorporates the dynamics
of the exosystem into the dynamics of the plant, and requires the
variable w in this interconnected system to converge to zero as
time tends to infinity.
Combining these two synthesis problems we can formulate
a single new synthesis problem by requiring the design of a
controller such that the interconnected system variable tracks a
given reference signal, regardless of the disturbance. This is done
by combining the two exosystems into a single one and requires
regulation of the tracking error.
In addition to the requirements of asymptotic tracking and
regulation, a realistic design requires the system to go to rest in the
absence of disturbances (i.e., if the disturbance signal is identically
equal to zero). An admissible controller that takes the system to
rest in the absence of disturbances is called a stabilizing controller.
An admissible controller which achieves all three requirements,
i.e. asymptotic tracking, regulation and stabilization, is called a
regulator.
4.1. Problem formulation
In this subsection we will introduce the problem of asymptotic
tracking and regulation in a behavioral context, with control by
regular, partial interconnection. We start with a plant behavior
P ∈ Lw+c+v, with plant variables (w, c, v), shown schematically in
Fig. 3(b). The system variable has been partitioned intow, c and v.
These variables represent the to-be-controlled variable (including
tracking error), the interconnection variable (such as sensor
measurements and actuator inputs), and the external disturbances
and reference signals, respectively. The interconnection variable
c is the system variable through which we are allowed to
interconnect P with the controller C ∈ Lc. As the components
of the variable v represent reference signals and external
disturbances, we assume v to be free in P . In addition to the plant
P , let an exosystem E ∈ Lv which generates the disturbance and
the reference signal be given, as shown schematically in Fig. 3(a).
Let C ∈ Lc, shown schematically in Fig. 3(c). Then the inter-
connection of P with C (shown schematically in Fig. 4) is given
by
P ∧c C = {(w, c, v) | (w, c, v) ∈ P and c ∈ C}. (1)
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Fig. 3. Exosystem, plant and controller.
Fig. 4. Interconnection of the plant and the controller.
As v is interpreted as unknown disturbance, it should remain
free after interconnecting the plant with a controller. In order to
highlight this, we give the following definition:
Definition 4.1. Let P ∈ Lw+c+v. Assume v is free in P . Then
C ∈ Lc is called an admissible controller forP if v is free inP ∧c C.
In the context of asymptotic tracking and regulation a controller is
called stabilizing if, whenever the disturbance v is zero, the to-be-
regulated variablew and interconnection variable c tend to zero as
time runs off to infinity:
Definition 4.2. Let P ∈ Lw+c+v, with v free. An admissible con-
troller C ∈ Lc is called stabilizing if limt→∞(w(t), c(t)) = (0, 0)
for all (w, c, 0) ∈ P ∧c C (equivalently,N(w,c)(P )∧c C is stable).
In the following theorem we establish necessary and sufficient
conditions on the plant for the existence of a regular, admissible,
stabilizing controller:
Theorem 4.3. Let P ∈ Lw+c+v. Assume v is free in P . Then there
exists a regular, admissible, stabilizing controller for P if and only if
(1) N(w,c)(P ) is stabilizable, and













v = 0 be a minimal
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 . (3)Fig. 5. Interconnection of the plant, controller and the exosystem.




c = 0 be a minimal representation of a regular,
admissible, stabilizing controller C forP . ThenP ∧c C is given by





































































square, nonsingular and Hurwitz, which in turn implies that R11 is






rank for all λ ∈ C¯+. From Eq. (2) w is detectable from (c, v) in P .
From Eq. (3) we conclude thatN(w,c)(P ) is stabilizable.
(if) From Eq. (2), w is detectable from (c, v) in P implies that




has full row rank for all λ ∈ C¯+, which in turn













C = ker(C  ddt ). Then it is easy to verify that this C is a regular,
admissible, stabilizing controller for P . 
The interconnection of the plant P with the exosystem E and
controller C is shown schematically in Fig. 5 and is given by
P ∧v E ∧c C = {(w, c, v) | (w, c, v) ∈ P , v ∈ E and c ∈ C}. (6)
We have the following definition of a regulator.
Definition 4.4. Let P ∈ Lw+c+v. Assume v is free in P . Then
C ∈ Lc is called a regulator for P with respect to E ∈ Lv, if
(1) C is a regular, admissible, stabilizing controller for P , and
(2) for all (w, c, v) ∈ P ∧v E ∧c C we have limt→∞w(t) = 0, i.e.,
(P ∧v E ∧c C)w is stable.
Condition (2) in the above definition asks the controller to achieve
regulation of the system variablew.
We now formulate the main problem of this paper:
Problem 1. Given a plant P ∈ Lw+c+v with system variable (w,
c, v), with v free in P , and an autonomous system E ∈ Lvaut with
system variable v, find a necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of a regulator C ∈ Lc for P with respect to E .
S. Fiaz et al. / Automatica 47 (2011) 2343–2354 23475. Solution to the asymptotic tracking and regulation problem
As a first step in resolving Problem 1, we will show that
without loss of generality we can assume that in P ∧v E , the
interconnection of plant and exosystem, v is observable from























v = 0 (8)
be minimal representations of P and E respectively, where V is















has full column rank
for all λ ∈ C. Define
P ′ :=






























































has full column rank for all λ ∈ C).
LetC ∈ Lc. The following theoremshows that for the solvability
of Problem 1 the assumption E ∩ Nv(P ) = 0 can indeed be made
without loss of generality:
Theorem 5.1. Let P , E,P ′ and E ′ be given by Eqs. (7)–(10),
respectively. Then C is a regulator for P with respect to E if and only





c = 0 be a minimal representation of C. We
have
























 , and (12)

























From the above it is easy to see that the interconnection P ∧c C is






is square, nonsingular and Hurwitz. In turn, this holds
if and only if the interconnection P ′ ∧c C is regular, v is free in
P ′ ∧c C, andN(w,c)(P ′)∧c C is stable. In order to proceed we now
show (P ∧v E ∧c C)w = (P ′ ∧v E ′ ∧c C)w .We have






































































































have full row rank. Hence, from
Eqs. (14) and (15) we have
























































) = (P ′ ∧c C ∧v E ′)w . From
the above and using Definitions 4.2 and 4.4 we conclude that C is
a regulator forP with respect to E if and only if C is a regulator for
P ′ with respect to E ′. 
The following theorem will be instrumental in solving Problem 1.
Theorem 5.2. Let K ∈ Lw+v with system variable (w, v). Assume
v is free in K . Let E ∈ Lvaut be an anti-stable system with system
variable v. Then (K ∧v E)w is stable if and only if the following
conditions hold:
(1) limt→∞w(t) = 0 for all (w, 0) ∈ K , i.e.,Nw(K) is stable, and
(2) (0, v) ∈ K holds for all v ∈ E , i.e., E ⊆ Nv(K).
Proof. (if) (w, v) ∈ K ∧v E implies (w, v) ∈ K and v ∈ E . As
(0, v) ∈ K for all v ∈ E , from linearity, we have (w, v)− (0, v) ∈
K . Therefore (w, 0) ∈ K . Since we have limt→∞w(t) = 0 for
all (w, 0) ∈ K , we conclude that limt→∞w(t) = 0 holds for all
(w, v) ∈ K ∧v E .
2348 S. Fiaz et al. / Automatica 47 (2011) 2343–2354Fig. 6. Interconnection of the plant, controller and the exosystem.
(only if) We have {(w, 0) | (w, 0) ∈ K} ⊆ K ∧v E . Since
limt→∞w(t) = 0 for all (w, v) ∈ K ∧v E , we obtain limt→∞









v = 0 be a minimal representation of












As (K ∧v E)w is stable, w is a stable Bohl function. Hence, the
LHS of Eq. (16) is a stable Bohl function. Also, since E is anti-
stable, v is either identically equal to 0 or anti-stable Bohl. This
implies that the RHS of Eq. (16) is either identically equal to 0, or









v = 0. Consequently, (w, 0) ∈ K . From linearitywehave
(w, v) − (w, 0) ∈ K , which implies that (0, v) ∈ K . Therefore
v ∈ Nv(K). 
Remark 5.3. By applying Theorem 5.2 toK := (P ∧c C)(w,v) we
find that an admissible, regular, stabilizing controller C achieves
the regulation condition that (P ∧v E ∧c C)w is stable if and only
if E ⊆ Nv((P ∧c C)(w,v)). Thus, Condition (2) of Theorem 5.2
provides a version of the so called internal model principle in the
behavioral setting: in order to achieve regulation of the variable
w subject to all exogenous signals v ∈ E , the controlled behavior
(P ∧c C)(w,v) must contain the dynamics of E , in the sense that
E ⊆ Nv((P ∧c C)(w,v)). In this way, the behavioral approach to
asymptotic tracking and regulation brings forward the ‘internal
model principle’ very clearly and directly.
In the following example we apply the internal model principle
to interpret the classical so called type-k systems.
Example 5.4. Let P ∈ L4 and E ∈ L1 with system variable
(w, (u, y), v) and v be given by
P =






















where p ≠ 0. All variables w, u, y and v are scalar valued. We
assume that p has no roots in 0. Let C ∈ L2 given by C =








y = 0} be a controller, where c1
and c2 are nonzero coprime polynomials. The interconnection
P ∧v E ∧c C is shown schematically in Fig. 6. It can be shown
that the controller C is admissible, regular and stabilizing if and
only if the polynomial qc2 − pc1 is Hurwitz. Let g be the greatest
common divisor of p and c2, and let p′ and c ′2 be such that p = gp′,
c2 = gc ′2. Straightforward computation shows that (P ∧c C)(w,v)












v. After noting that qc ′2 − p′c1 is Hurwitz, Theorem 5.2
states that C is a regulator if and only if there exists f ∈ R[ξ ] suchthat p′(ξ)c1(ξ) = f (ξ)ξ n (internal model principle). Therefore
C is a regulator if and only if c1 has at least an n-fold root in 0,
equivalently, the controller transfer function has at least an n-fold
pole in 0.
As regulation is an asymptotic property, intuitively the stable
part of the exosystem does not affect regulation. Indeed, in the
following theorem, we show that we can reduce the general
problem to the case when the exosystem is anti-stable.
Theorem 5.5. Let P ∈ Lw+c+v and E ∈ Lvaut. Assume v is free in P .
Let E = Es⊕Ea where Es ∈ Lvaut is stable and Ea ∈ Lvaut is anti-stable.
Let C ∈ Lc. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) C is a regulator for P with respect to E .
(2) C is a regulator for P with respect to Ea.
Proof. Before turning to the actual proof of this theorem, we will
first prove the following three lemmas. 
Lemma 5.6. Let P ∈ Lw+v, E ∈ Lvaut. Assume v is free in P . Let
E = E1 ⊕ E2 with E1, E2 ∈ Lvaut. Then
(P ∧v E1)+ (P ∧v E2) = (P ∧v E).
Proof. As E = E1 ⊕ E2 the inclusion (P ∧v E1) + (P ∧v E2) ⊆
(P ∧v E) is straightforward. To prove the converse inclusion let
(w, v) ∈ P ∧v E . Then there exist v1 ∈ E1 and v2 ∈ E2 such
that v = v1 + v2. Since v is free in P , there exists w1 such
that (w1, v1) ∈ P ∧v E1 ⊆ P ∧v E . Define w2 := w − w1. By
linearity, we have (w2, v2) = (w, v) − (w1, v1) ∈ P ∧v E ⊆
P . Moreover, (w2, v2) ∈ P ∧v E2 since v2 ∈ E2. Consequently,
(w, v) = (w1, v1) + (w2, v2) ∈ (P ∧v E1) + (P ∧v E2). This
implies (P ∧v E1)+ (P ∧v E2) ⊇ P ∧v E . 
Lemma 5.7. Let P ∈ Lw+v and let Es ∈ Lvaut be stable. If Nw(P ) is









v = 0 and S  ddt  v = 0 be minimal
representations of P and Es respectively, where S is Hurwitz. We
have




























The stability ofNw(P ) implies that R1(λ) has full column rank for






rank for all λ ∈ C¯+. Therefore P ∧v Es stable. 
Lemma 5.8. Let P ∈ Lw+c+v and E ∈ Lvaut. Assume v is free in P .
Let E = Es ⊕ Ea where Es ∈ Lvaut is stable and Ea ∈ Lvaut is anti-
stable. Let C ∈ Lc be such that v is free inP ∧c C. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(1) (P ∧v E ∧c C)w is stable.
(2) (P ∧v Ea ∧c C)w is stable.
Proof. ((1) ⇒ (2)) As Ea ⊆ E we have P ∧v Ea ∧c C ⊆ P ∧v
E ∧c C which implies (P ∧v Ea ∧c C)w ⊆ (P ∧v E ∧c C)w . There-
fore, the stability of (P ∧v E ∧c C)w implies that (P ∧v Ea
∧c C)w is stable.
((2)⇒ (1))Wehave (P ∧v Ea ∧c C)w = ((P ∧c C)(w,v) ∧v Ea)w
stable. From Theorem 5.2 we must have the stability of Nw
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v is free in (P ∧c C)(w,v). Therefore, from Lemma 5.6 we have
(P ∧v E ∧c C)(w,v) = (P ∧c C)(w,v) ∧v E = (P ∧c C)(w,v) ∧v Es +
(P ∧c C)(w,v) ∧v Ea. This implies that ((P ∧c C)(w,v) ∧v E)w =
((P ∧c C)(w,v) ∧v Es)w + ((P ∧c C)(w,v) ∧v Ea)w. Using that Nw
((P ∧c C)(w,v)) is stable and Lemma5.7wehave that (P ∧c C)(w,v)
∧v Es is stable, which implies that ((P ∧c C)(w,v) ∧v Es)w is
stable. From the above we conclude that (P ∧v E ∧c C)w =
((P ∧c C)(w,v) ∧v E)w is stable. 
Finally, by combining these lemmas we arrive at:
Proof of Theorem 5.5. It is evident from Lemma 5.8 and Defini-
tion 4.4 that C is a regulator for P with respect to E if and only if
C is a regulator for P with respect to Ea. 
Based on Theorems 5.1 and 5.5, without loss of generality we
hereafter make the following assumptions:
Assumptions. A1. E ∈ Lvaut is an anti-stable system, and
A2. v is observable from (w, c) in P ∧v E , i.e., E ∩Nv(P ) = 0.
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. It
provides a complete solution to Problem 1.
Theorem 5.9. Let P ∈ Lw+c+v with system variable (w, c, v).
Assume v is free in P . Let E ∈ Lvaut with system variable v. Assume
E is anti-stable and v is observable from (w, c) inP ∧v E . Then there
exists a regulator for P with respect to E if and only if the following
conditions hold:
(1) (w, v) is detectable from c in P ∧v E ,
(2) N(w,c)(P ) is stabilizable, and
(3) there exists a polynomial matrix X ∈ R[ξ ]c×v such that (0, X d
dt
























v = 0 (20)
be minimal representations of P and E , respectively.
(only if)
(1) We easily see that {(w, 0, v) | (w, 0, v) ∈ P ∧v E} ⊆ P ∧v
E ∧c C. It then follows from Definition 4.4 that limt→∞
(w(t), 0) = 0 for all (w, 0, v) ∈ P ∧v E . Hence, if (w, 0, v) ∈
P ∧v E thenw is a stable Bohl function. As v is observable from
(w, c) in P ∧v E , v is a stable Bohl function for all (w, 0, v) ∈
P ∧v E . Therefore we have limt→∞(w(t), v(t)) = 0 for all
(w, 0, v) ∈ P ∧v E , in other words, (w, v) is detectable from
c in P ∧v E . This proves condition 1.
(2) Let C = ker(C  ddt ) be a minimal representation of a regu-
lator for P with respect to E . From Definition 4.4 and using
Theorem 4.3,N(w,c)(P ) is stabilizable. This proves condition 2.
(3) In order to show that condition 3. is necessary for the exis-
tence of a regulator we make use of the internal model prin-
ciple given in Theorem 5.2.
We have











































where R˜11 and R˜22 are Hurwitz. Therefore we have


















































In order to proceed we need the following lemma:
Lemma 5.10. Let A ∈ R[ξ ]p×p be Hurwitz and B ∈ R[ξ ]q×q be anti-
Hurwitz. Then, for any C ∈ R[ξ ]p×q, there exists a solution (X, Y ) of
the equation AX + YB = C.
Proof. Using the Smith forms of A, B and C , the equation can be
reduced to pq scalar B’ezout equations, ax + by = c , which all
have a solution due to coprimeness of a and b. For details we refer
to Lemma 5.3.9 of Fiaz (2010). 
We continue with the proof of Theorem 5.9. From Lemma 5.10,
since R˜22 is Hurwitz and V is anti-Hurwitz, there exists a solution
(X, Y˜2) of the equation
R˜22X + R˜23 = Y˜2V . (26)




































































 has full row

















. From Theorem 5.2, the internal
model principle, the fact that (P ∧v E ∧c C)w = ((P ∧v E ∧c
C)(w,v))w = ((P ∧c C)(w,v) ∧v E)w is stable implies that E ⊆
Nv((P ∧c C)(w,v)). Hence from Eqs. (20) and (25) there exists a
polynomial matrix Y˜1 such that
R˜13 = Y˜1V . (27)








































. Then we have
R2X + R3 = Y1V , (30)
and CX = Y2V . Therefore, in order to be a regulator, the controller
C must have the internal model of E in the form of CX = Y2V .























 = [R11 R12 R130 R22 R23
]
, (31)




























































































There exists a polynomial matrix X ∈ R[ξ ]c×v such that (0, X d
dt
























 v = 0. (36)





















R22X + R23 = Y2V . (38)




has full row rank for all λ ∈ C¯+, which in turn
implies that R22(λ) has full row rank for all λ ∈ C¯+. From Eq. (34),
we conclude that (N(w,c)(P ))c is stabilizable. From Proposition 3.3
there exists a C ∈ Lc such that (N(w,c)(P ))c ∩ C is stable andregular. Factor R22 as R22 = DK where D is Hurwitz and K(λ) has






Then for an arbitrary polynomialmatrix F and an arbitrary Hurwitz
polynomialmatrixH of suitable dimensions, it is easy to verify that
C = FR22 + HS (39)






Hurwitz for all C given by the Eq. (39).





has full column rank for all λ ∈ C¯+. This implies






column rank for all λ ∈ C¯+. As V (λ) has full column rank for all




has full column rank for all λ ∈ C. Hence there exists a
solution (F ,M) of the equation
FR23 +MV = HSX . (40)
We now prove that any controller given byC = ker(C  ddt )where
C = FR22 + HS with F satisfying Eq. (40) serves as a regulator. The
following identities hold true.
CX = FR22X + HSX
= FR22X + FR23 +MV (from Eq. (40))
= F(R22X + R23)+MV
= FY2V +MV (from Eq. (38))
= (FY2 +M)V .
Then, we defineW := FY2 +M to rewrite the above equality as
CX = WV . (41)
We also have









































































nonsingular and Hurwitz. Hence, the interconnection P ∧c C is
regular from Eq. (42), and N(w,c)(P ∧c C) is stable from Eq. (43).
It also follows that v is free in P ∧c C. We have
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It further follows from Eq. (41) that
































































































































From the above, we see that, for all (w, c, v) ∈ P ∧v E ∧c C,




































= 0 holds for all (w, c, v) ∈ P ∧v E ∧c C. This clearly implies
that (P ∧v E ∧c C)w is stable. This completes the proof of
Theorem 5.9. 
Remark 5.11. Conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 5.9 are self ex-
planatory. From the if part of the proof it is clear that the condition
3. along with conditions (1) and (2) guarantees the existence of a
controller C = ker(C  ddt ) with the structure CX = WV , which
guarantees the internal model principle for (P ∧c C)(w,v) (see
Remark 5.3).
In this remark we also give an alternative interpretation of con-
dition 3. In the following, two behaviors B1,B2 ∈ Lw will be













w = 0 are kernel rep-
resentations (not necessarily minimal) ofB1 andB2, respectively,
where R1, R2 ∈ R[ξ ]q×w, then obviouslyB1 andB2 are isomorphic
if and only if there exist unimodular matrices T and U such that
TR1U = R2, equivalently, R1 and R2 have the same Smith form.













v = 0 and V  ddt  v = 0,respectively. It is easily seen that condition (3) of Theorem 5.9 is
equivalent to solvability of the polynomial Sylvester equation
R2X + R3 = YV (44)
in the unknown (X, Y ). From Hautus (1983) (also see Theorem 9.7










have the same Smith form, i.e., there exist unimodular matrices T












We will now give a behavioral interpretation of this condition.
Clearly,


















 , and (46)















Thus, condition 3. requires that the behaviors Nc(P ) × E and
N(c,v)(P )∧v E are isomorphic. The behaviors N(c,v)(P )∧v E and
Nc(P ) × E are shown schematically in Fig. 7(a) and (b), respec-
tively. Note that N(c,v)(P )∧v E is the (c, v)-behavior in the in-
terconnection of the plant and the exosystem with w = 0, while
Nc(P ) × E is the (c, v)-behavior in the disconnected system of
the plant with (w, v) = (0, 0) and the exosystem. Thus the con-
dition can be interpreted as requiring that the behavior obtained
after disconnecting the plant and the exosystem (with w = 0) are
isomorphic.
We will now outline an algorithmic procedure that, starting
with polynomial kernel representations of P ∈ Lw+c+v and E ∈
Lvaut, checks whether a regulator for P with respect to E exists.
If there exists a regulator, the algorithm also gives a procedure to
construct one.












v = 0 and V  ddt 











has full row rank for all λ ∈ C¯+ continue
further, else declare there exists no regulator for P with
respect to E .
(2) If R1(λ) has full column rank for all λ ∈ C¯+ continue further,























rank for all λ ∈ C.






has full column rank for all λ ∈ C¯+ continue
further, else declare there exists no regulator for P with
respect to E .
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+ U2 whereU1,U2 are unimodularmatrices and
∑
−,∑









R2X + R3 = YV (48)
for (X, Y ). If there exists no solution, declare there exists no
regulator for P with respect to E , else continue further.








where R11 has full row rank. Factor R22 as R22 = D1K where D1













for (F ,M), where H is an arbitrary Hurwitz polynomial matrix.





c = 0 is a regulator for P with respect to E .
In order to illustrate the theory developed so far in this paper we
now present some worked-out examples.
Example 5.12. Let the plant P , with to-be-regulated variable w,
















Let the exosystem E with system variable v be given by
d
dt
v − v = 0. (51)


































(1) It is easy to see that w is detectable from (c1, c2, v) in P
and N(w,c1,c2)(P ) is stabilizable. Therefore from Theorem 4.3
there exists a regular, admissible, stabilizing controller forP . It
is easy to verify that C = {(c1, c2) | c1 = 0} is a regular,
admissible, stabilizing controller for P .
(2) It is also easy to see that E is an anti-stable system, v is
observable from (w, c1, c2) in P ∧v E and (w, v) is detectable












v, v) ∈ P for











∈ R[ξ ]2×1 satisfying the equation[
















(ξ − 1). (52)
As ξ + 4 = Y2(ξ − 1) is not solvable for Y2 ∈ R[ξ ], Eq. (52) is
also not solvable. Therefore from Theorem 5.9 there does not
exists a regulator for P with respect to E .
Example 5.13. Let the plant P , with to-be-regulated variable w,
interconnection variable (c1, c2) and disturbance variable v, and











































, R13 = ξ + 1, R22 =
ξ − 2 −1, R23 = −ξ and V = ξ − 1.
(1) It is easy to see that w is detectable from (c1, c2, v) in P
and N(w,c1,c2)(P ) is stabilizable. Therefore from Theorem 4.3
there exists a regular, admissible, stabilizing controller forP . It
is easy to verify that C = {(c1, c2) | c1 = 0} is a regular,
admissible, stabilizing controller for P .
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observable from (w, c1, c2) in P ∧v E and (w, v) is detectable












v, v) ∈ P for











R[ξ ]2×1 satisfying the equation[
0 1















(ξ − 1). (53)




















is a solution to
Eq. (53). Therefore, from Theorem 5.9 there exists a regulator
for P with respect to E . We note here that the controller C =
{(c1, c2) | c1 = 0} is a regular, admissible, stabilizing controller
for P but not a regulator for P with respect to E .
Now we use Algorithm-1 to construct a regular, admissible,
stabilizing controller of P which also acts as a regulator for P
with respect to E . As the conditions in steps 1–6 of Algorithm-1
are already satisfied, we here start from step 7. of Algorithm-1.
7. As R22(λ) has full row rank for all λ ∈ C, we have K = R22 and







8. For the choice H = 1, we have HSX = 1 0  1−2 = 1. Then
the solution to Eq. (50) is given by

F M
 = −1 −1.
9. Then C = FR22 + HS = −1

ξ − 2 −1 + 1 0 =−ξ + 3 1. The controller defined by
C =

(c1, c2) | − ddt c1 + 3c1 − c2 = 0

is a regulator for P with respect to E .
Remark 5.14. In the problem formulation of this paper, the plant
contains three kinds of variables, namely the variable w to be
regulated, the control variable c , and the exogenous variable v.
A possible extension is to include in the plant an additional
variable, called w′ that (like c) only needs to be taken to rest if
the exogenous variable v is equal to zero. In this new setup, our
plant P has variables (w′, w, c, v), where v is free. The aim it to
find a ‘‘modified regulator’’ for P , which is defined to be a regular
controller C ∈ Lc such that
(1) v is free in P ∧c C,
(2) (w′, w, c, 0) ∈ P ∧c C H⇒ (w′(t), w(t), c(t)) → 0 as
t →∞,
(3) (w′, w, c, v) ∈ P ∧v E ∧c C H⇒ w(t)→ 0 as t →∞.
It can be shown that this new problem can be reduced to the
problem studied in this paper. This can be done by eliminating the
new variable w′ from P , thus obtaining the system (P )(w,c,v) ∈
Lw+c+v. It can then be shown that C ∈ Lc is a ‘‘modified regulator’’
for the extended plantP if and only ifC is a regulator (in the sense
of this paper) for the projected plant (P )(w,c,v). For details, we refer
to Fiaz (2010).
The above allows us to apply the results of this paper to the
classical regulator problem in the input-state–output setting (see
Francis, 1977; Francis & Wonham, 1975). In that case, apart from
the to be regulated output w, the control variable (u, y) and the
exogenous variable v, the plant contains the state variable xwhich
has to driven to zero if the exogenous signal v is equal to zero.
The ‘classical’ results in this context can thus be reobtained by
applying the results from this paper. Again, for details we refer to
Fiaz (2010).6. Conclusions
In this paper we have formulated and resolved the prob-
lem of asymptotic tracking and regulation in a completely
representation-free manner. We have used the theory of behav-
ioral control for this purpose. In the behavioral context, controllers
act on the plant using general interconnection, without a priori in-
put–output partitions. Given a plant and an exosystem, we have
established necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence
of a regulator only in terms of the plant and exosystem dynamics.
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